Beeline helps companies like GM, JP Morgan Chase, and Southwest Airlines to source, engage, and manage their external workforce. They are a leader in using AI, big data, and machine learning to automate talent acquisition and contingent workforce management.

Delivering Real Business Outcomes

With Juniper in our data centers, we have the versatility to process large volumes of data without worrying that the network is a roadblock.

Risks and Cost

When we evaluated vendors, Juniper came out way ahead… It’s more efficient for us to run Juniper in the data center.

Productivity

If an issue arises, [our helpdesk] can do the initial troubleshooting themselves, which solves problems faster and reduces escalations to the infrastructure team.

Ready to find out more? Discover what Juniper data center networks can do for your organization.

All quotes are from Jason Philp, Director of Infrastructure, Beeline

The Juniper solution provides modern DC switching fabric, next generation firewall protection with advanced threat management and routing gateway, along with management and automation tools.

Digital Transformation:

Key success factor: A high-performance, secure, and reliable network from Juniper that supports the AI-powered SaaS application and operations of this fast-growing business.